
THEORY OF COLLECTIVE MOTION OF PARTICLES 

the sum of ( 14) and ( 19). This Hamiltonian agrees 
with that of the phenomonological theory of the gen
eralized nuclear model. 

- £ 1° +- (V' so) -- - -- - = oo 1 2 Jt2 [l:lp j 1 (l:lp j)2] 

2M 1 4M Pj 2 Pi ' 
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The introduction of auxiliary ("superfluous") var
iables leads to the necessity of applying subsidiary 
conditions to the wave function, and these can be 
written 

1 v- 0 M V' (piV'S) = 0, rpi (ri) = pi exp (t/nSi). 

for the first of the problems considered here (Sec. 3), 
and 

[a:1"'- (4.-:j3N) ~i(t)R/Y1 "' (-&/?i)] <D = 0 
(21) 

for the case of surface oscillations. 
5. The special choices of the cpo(ro) considered 

1 1 
above can be generalized for other problems. The 
generalization consists of indicating a method for 
finding the cpo(r 0). 

1 1 
In solving boundary value problems the Schr~d-

inger equation can he written in the hydrodynamic 
form 

This representation of the Schrodinger eqqation is 
convenient in that it is simple to formulate boundary 
conditions for it in analogy with hydrodynamics. 

In the constant density case the S 0 satisfy 
1 

Laplace's equation. However this is not the only 
generalization. The cpo(r o) can, for instance, he found 
from self-consistent £lela equations. 

1D. N. Zubarev, j. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 

25, 547 (1953). 
2 D. Bohm and D. Pines, Phys. Rev. 92, 609 (1953). 

3 S. Tomonaga, Progr. Theoret. Phys. 13, 467 (1955). 

4 S. Tomonaga, Progr. Theoret. Phys. 13, 584 (1955). 

Translated by E. j. Saletan 
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The energy of a homopolar crystal is expressed as a function of the displacements and of 
the dipole moments of the atoms. By means of a variational method, the relation between 
the displacements and the deformation of the electronic shells of the atoms is established 
and equations of motion are presented in which the displacements and dipole moment of the 
atoms play the role of generalized coordinates. 

A S was shown in a paper by one of the authors 1, from a single point of view. The explicit introduc-
llorn's atomic theory 2 can be improved by taking tion of the quantities' P: is necessary also in the 

into consideration the deformability of the atoms. In microscopic theory of localized electron states in a 
the foundation of a theory of the lattice one must as- crystal 4 • 

sume an expression for the energy U in the form of a While in ionic crystals the consideration of the 
quadratic function of the displacements u! and of the deformahility of the ions improves the quantitative 
dipole moments P! of all the atoms (l is the cell nnm- agreement of theory with experiment 1, in homopolar 
her and s the number of the atom in the cell), In the crystals, where the dipole moments of the displace
calculation of delay of interaction, one can consider ments nl =e ul are absent (e =0), such considera-4 s s s 
optical, electrical and elastic properties of crystals tions lead to a series of qualitatively new conse-
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quences. Owing to the dependence of the exchange 
integrals on the dipole moments of the atoms, the 
displacements of the latter will lead to their polar
ization and conversely. Thus, inertial polarization 
can exist also in homopolar crystals. This permits 

(l) 

one to examine the interaction of a nonpolar crystal S is the nonorthogonality integral, 'P is the pq pq 
with an electromagnetic field and, in particular, the wave function of an electron r in atom p which 
lattice absorption which was experimentally observed brings about its bond with ato~q q. The form of \V, 

by Lax and Burstein5 • The explanation given in Ref. will be determined from a variational principle. L~t 
5 for the lattice absorption (fractional division of H P ) denote the mean kinetic and potential energy 
charges during oscillations of the atoms) pertains of tb.e electrons of the bond (pq), including their mu-
only to secondary combination bands. Considerations tual interaction with the nuclei p and q, half the en
of the role of impurity in the fundamental absorption ergy of interaction with the remaining electrons of 
are also inconclusive in view of the weak dependence the atoms p and q and one fourth of the energy of in-
of the absorption in diamond, Si and Ge on the teraction with the nuclei of the nearest neighbors of 

character and quantity of the impurity. The present P and q: 
investigation permits one to predict the absorption _ , ,2 { • ·' • 

correct as to order of magnitude (approximately A/d H(JIIJ) = 2 ! C(pq) I ~ upq (r) (2) 
times smaller than in ionic crystals) without the use . ( ]i'! c"z (r --I{ ) 
f f t -!-- S •!.!'' (r)) - - .6. - s " o any ree parame ers. fll/ • 1/P 211l r 1 r _ I{ 

1 

Finally, the presence of inertial polarization leads ' 1 ~ (r') 
1
2 fl 

• • f • • h • 1 + 2 'V ~ ' flf/' . d '\ I ( ) d to an mteractwn o current earners wit opt1ca os- - ? LJ j -
1 
r _ r,-

1
- -;. )'fP'I r -;. 

cillations of the lattice. In homopolar crystals this </ 

must lead principally to the same, only quantitatively + e2 ~' [( 1 C(ptJ') 12 _ ] ) 
weaker, effects, examined by Pekar6 , as they occur </ 

in ionic crystals. In the present work, a method of X \ _ I 1 ,:_. (r') )2 (' •!.! (r) 12 
examining that relation between the displacements J !f- ~r'l '!"!' 1 'pq 1 

-l- S ~11* (r) 1!.1 (r)) d- d"' + 1 C '9 
' ptJ'I/P •ptJ ' ! (pq'JI-

and the polarization of the atoms is given. In the 
following works, it is applied to the study of various 
properties of crystals 7 • 

,. ·I 
X \ , (i'fp,f (r) !2 + SP/i~P (r) tl;,· PI/ (r) .l ! r- - r I 

1. THE WAVE FUNCTION AND ENERGY 
OF THE ELECTRONS OF A CRYSTAL. 

In the examination of the dynamics of the lattice, 
the motion of the nuclei and the electrons of the 
atoms are conveniently described in an adiabatic ap
proximation. For the first step it is necessary to 
find the wave function of all the electrons under ar
bitrary (small displacements o.f the nuclei. This 
energy will play the role of the potential energy in 
the problem of the motion of the nuclei. In diamond 
type crystals, it is sufficient to consider only the 
four valence electrons of each atom, introducing the 
screened nuclear charge z (r), where z -+ 4 for r-+ oo. s s 

In the Fock approximation we seek a wave function 
of the electrons in the form of products of functions 
of individual a-bonds \jl(pql (p and q are abbreviated 
notations of the numbers of atoms). Antisymmetriza
tion is performed only over the strongly interacting 
electrons of a single bond: 

+I ~qp (r) !2 + Spq~~IJ (r) ·'.(,1p (r)) (! 'f,I'P (r') ,2 

+ 5~/f;,", (r') 'fq'p (r') +I 'tpq' (r') 12 

+Spq''f;f'p(r')•ifl'i'(r'))d"d"'+\. 1 , 
j!r--r 1 

X I 1~PI/1 (r') 12 (i 'fqp (r) !2 + s,jp't;HJ (r) 

~ e2 z ( r - - I{ ) 
X ·~ 'lp{r)) d-:. d-:.'- j 4 isr -l{q·''l' (!'hiP (r) '2 

+ i •l;pq (r) !2) d-:.J- \- c"~s_~- ({,) (! ·!.1" (r) :2 J : r -- ({I/ 1 , 'II , 

+ Spq~~p(r).·~P'I (r))d-r} + {p;.:::::q} 

L 2 c j I I ( ) 2 ! ' ( ') ~ d d I 
T e 'I r - r' I ; 'fp,J r ! I 'f,·p t: I -:. -:: 

• I 

e- - ---- •; r '.J r ·; + ? ~ 1 (' • ( ) ' • ( ') • 
(1+!Spql 2)lr--r'r 'Pif · ''IP 'Pif 

X(r') 'f"" (r) -- I Spq 12 I ~"'1 (r) I~ i 'iqp (r') !2) 

X d'td-r' + .. lGe2 

[1{,,--I{P I. 
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The symbol { p~q } denotes the addition of the en
tire preceeding expression in which p and q exchange 
places. We denote the sum of the interaction ener
gies of the electrons of each pair of bonds (pq) and 
(rs) which do not have common atoms, by 

- -- ,2 (' i_1 -- , ___ 1_) (I''? (r) lz 
H(f'•i)!rs) -- - t ~ \,1 r- Rr I 1 1 r --- R8 I pq ' 

: 2 ~( 1 1 \ + l'fqp (r) / ) d-:- e~ i r ___ R 1 + 1 r _ R 1) 
\, p If 

2 ) e2 
X (i '~rs (r) 12 +I Ysr (r) ; ) d-: + iRP~J 

Then 

H ---- 2} J-i(fiiJ) + ~~ ff(pq) (rs)· 

(PI/) (pq) (rs) 
(4) 

The overlap integrals, which are of the order of S , 
pq 

are retained only in terms which contain the inter-
action of electrons of one atom or of one bond among 
themselves and with their nuclei. 

Keeping in mind that the wave functions of the 
electrons which constitute the a-bonds in the crystal 
ljJ are essentially different from the wave functions 
ol lsolated atoms, we use perturbation theory for 
calculation of the former, for close eigenvalues. For 
elements of the fourth group, the differences between 
the energies of s and p electrons with the same prin
cipal quantum number are of the order of the inter
action energy between atoms. Therefore, on the in
corporation of atoms into a crystal, there occurs a 
redistribution of electrons among levels and the for
mation of functions of a-bonds. 

Having denoted the energy levels of the vale nee 
electrons by E 1 E 2 ••• , we can thus regard c: 2 = 
(E 2 -E 1)/(E 5 -E 1) as a small expa~sion parameter. 
Obviously, S and all the terms in H which contain 

pq 
products of functions with interchanged electrons 
must be regarded as quantities of the order of c;. We 
shall seek the wave function of the r-th electron of 
the bond (pq) in the form of a superposition of ex
cited functions of the atom p: 

and we expand the parameters Yi> qi in powers of E: 

·r __ •r(O) + 0 2 •• (2) -\- o:l.,(:l) __j___ , , , (6) 
1/){/ i - ~ pq j - j {11/ i '-' I f'f/ i 1 

(the expansion of 1J must be begun from terms "-' E 2), 

wherein fori ~5. y (O)=O. In order not to complicate 
, pqt 

the problem by the introduction of an endless chain 
of orthogonality conditions for the functions ~ 

pq 
with different q's, we restrict the class of approxi-
mating functions with the hypothesis that y< 0 ! + 

pqt 
E 2 y< 2 >. does not depend on the displacements of the 

pqt 
nuclei if i <;4. 

We subject the parameters of the approximation 
y . to the orthogonality conditions 

pqt 

i. e., 

~' 
i=-1 

"', ,, ' 
~ "[pqi"(P<J'i =----= ;1<Fl'' 
i=l 

('v(O!~ + s~•r(2l:) (•r(O) . + z~-.(2) ) c= (j 
I pq l I ptjl I pt/ I I pt/ i qtJ" 

(7) 

z3 ~ (·r(o):-y(:l). + .,(o) -v(:l!') == 0 (8) 
~ 'P<Jtipq't ipq'iipt;i ' 
i --1 

4 00 

0 4 ); (v(O}*'Y(I) + .,(0) 'Y(4)*) + 2 4 ~ .,(2):-v(2) = Q 
--' lpqi lpq'i lp!J'ilpqi _LJ 'fll/1 lpq'i ' 
i ·1 i=.'j (9) 

and in addition, as in Ref. l, we simultaneously use 
the conservation of the dipole moments P of each 

p 
atom. 

- e ~ r ~I 'Ppq (r') 12 d" = P P = const, 
1/ 

i. e., with accuracy to E 2 : 

4 00 

- es2 "', ~ ~ (-y(2)_ •• (o)_ (i x1' J.) 
_LJ LJ _LJ I fllJL I fli/1 I 

q i=l i=S 

+complex conj.) = P px 

We assume y< 0 ~ and y< 2! for i~4 known and the con-
pqt J?Qt 

ditions Eq. (7J for undrsplaced nuclei fulfilled. The 
conditions Eqs. (8) and (9) can be satisfied through 
the choice of y< 3 >. and y <4.>. Their values are not 

p qt pqt 
important for us since tlie corresponding contribution 

''!PI/ (r) = ~ lpq/~pi (r), 
i~·l 

to the Hamiltonian will be of the order of E 5 or E 6 

(5) and at the same time we retain terms no higher than 
84. 
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Since the classification of electrons into s, p and 
d states is possible only for a spherically symmetri
cal field, we introduce (for each atom) the Hamilto
nian of the zeroth approximation iJ<o>, identical, for 
all the valence electrons, with interaction potential 
energy. 

4 
~£- "" \ I Yp; (r'Wd•' 
4 ~ J lr-r' ·1 i-=l I 

and we shall regard the ~ 0 i = 1, 2 ... oo as its char
P' 

acteristic functions: 

H, (o),, Eo,,, 
p 1Pi = i~pio 

2. EXPANSION OF THE ENERGY OF THE 

ELECTRONS IN POWERS OF THE DIPOLE 

MOMENTS AND DISPLACEMENTS 

OF THE ATOMS 

(11) 

Substituting the expansions Eqs. (5) and (6) in the 
expression for the mean energy ii [Eq. (2)], we trans
form that part of li which contains the dipole mo
ments P , i.e., the coefficients y< 2>t, i~S, taking 

p pq 
account of the orthogonality conditions and Eq. (II). 
Since the exchange integrals are of the order of E 2, 

then with accuracy to E 4 : 

00 

H (·c~j) = z4 ~ ~ { (£~- £~) I~~~; [2 

p. q i=5 

"(2) • (2) + Cpq((pqi + Cpq;jpq;}, (12) 
oi 

"" B 'Y(o)*'Y(o) ..,(o) 
0 
~ pqihjmlqpjlpqmlqpk 

J,h,m=l 
4 

e2 ~ ~ + ~"- f 0 (r) ·~· 0 (r') 
w pi 'PI 

j,h. Tll=l 

x --1- •11 (r) •.!> (r') d'td't' lr-r'l •pm •pk 

x( L .,(o> 0 _ ..,•<o> "(<o>*"(<o> ) 
4 lpqm jh lpqmlpqjlpqh • (13) 

Bpqikfm = e:2 SpqihSpqfm (E~ + £?,,- 2£~) . 1 { 

2 .1. ' e2 .1. ·'· 
J_ s r e z9'i'qi'iJqh d s r z,.-;-pj'i' pm d 

' qpjm ~ lr- RP i 't - pqih ~ I r- Rl/! 't 

• 1 } - e2 \ -
1 
r--,r,..,..

1
. •1/ 0 (r) •JJ (r) ·:.· 0 (r') •ll (r') d't d't' j •pt •qh •f/J •pm ' 

spqih = ~ ~J~;I~J~qhd"o (14) 

Having multiplied Eqs. (10) by Lagrange multipliers 

11 x and subtracted them from Eq. (12) we vary the 
obtained expression over y< 2 >0. Then 

pql 

p px = e2 {fLpxOCpx 

C ( 0 I I 0
) <o>• C • ( 0 I I 0

) <o> ' pqi 1 X l Ypqj+ pqj I X I Ypqj} 

+e E~-E~ ' 

(16) 

where 

4 00 

rApx = 2e2 ~ ~ I (i I X jj) 12/(£1- E~) 
/=1 i=5 

is the polarizability of an atom along the x axis. 
Here we have supposed the functions IV, o chosen so 
that for any of the indices j = l ... 4; i ~5, (i lx Jj) is 
different from zero only for one of the three coordi
nates. In addition y< 0 ~ are orthogonal over the in-

pqJ 
dices j. 

Expressing llpx through P x from Eq. (16) and 
substituting them in Eq. Us), we obtain for the part 
of the Hamiltonian which depends on P : 

p 

H (·,.<2> .) 
lpql 

__ ~1 '\:1 [ 1 p2 + ""ee:2 ~~ p l + O (- 4 ' - L.J L.J ~ px ~a- IV pqx px. ~ )• 
p x px ,1 px 

(17) 

4 

N )' 
JUfX = . .:..J 

i~=l 

The quantities 0 ( E 4) do not depend on P px and can 
be discarded in comparison with the other terms of 
the same form which are of the order of E 2• Analo
gously, for the part of H which does not depend on 

Y(2 )0 we obtain 
pql, 

H ('Y<o> 0) = s2 "" lpqj ~ 
(pq) j,h,/, m=l 

B .,(n)*.,(o) ..,(o)"' •. (o) 
pqj~./m I pt,"j I pt;h I pq/ I ptflll' 

(19) 

Finally, the sum of the integrals of Eq. (3) and of the 
Coulombic terms in Eq. (2) gives the dipole-dipole 
interaction. Thus, 
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(20) 

The expansion of H in powers of the displacements 
u and of the dipole moments P of all the atoms is 
b~gun, obviously, from terms ofthe 2nd order, since 
Jl has a minimum for u =0, P =0. 

In the expansion of fhe coefficients N P qx, we no
tice that in the expression Eq. (18) quantities Cpqi 

y< 0 >. enter, which pertain only to a single bond pq in 
whi~h the singled-out directions are those parallel to 
the vectors R ( y (O >. do not depend on the displace
ments) The ~:cto~l4 will lie in the plain of the • p q 

vectors R =R - R and u =u - u and will de-pq p q pq p q 
pend only on the components of up parallel and 
perpendicular toR which lie in the specified pq 
plane, i.e., 

where b 1 and c 1 are constant coefficients. 
Applying analogous considerations to the coeffi

cients B 'kl , we can conclude that each term in pqt m 
the sum over all bonds (pq) in Eq. (19) will depend 
only on u and u 1 . However, in the correspond-

pq II P9 
ing quadratic form, the cross term must be absent, 
since in the absence of the components u 1 , the pq 
force in the direction perpendicular tor must also 

pq 
be absent. Then 

H ('Y(oJ ) = "" [d (u r )2 + 11 u2 ] (22) ipqj .L.J p pij pq bp pq ' 
(pq) 

Converting to the usual notation of Born r~, u~, 
pl and gathering all the terms, for a binary crystal 

s 
we obtain: 

, - "" "" II' ll' 2 ll' 2 II· II' u =, H = ~ .L.J {dp (u12 r1~) + [Jp (u12 ) + bpP12 U1~ 
l I' 

, 11 1 II' ll' ll' 1 \' [2 1 '\' l l + ( P (Pl2 r12) (U12 r12)} + 2-; ..w Ps - -;r ..w Ps Es, 
ls sl 

(23) 

where 

E I "'' 3 pi' l/' l l' I · ll' 5 I' . II' ~ s = .L.J [ ( s' r ss') r ss' , [r ss' 1 - P s' / I r ss' I J 
l's' 

(24) 

is the field established at the point r1 by all the di-
Z' s 

poles P5 ,. In the expression in Eq. (23) the first 
item is of the order of E 2, while the remainj.ng three 
are of order E 4• Retention of the latter with simul
taneous reJ' ection of the terms"- E 4 in fi (y (Ol.) has 

pqJ 
the justification that the dependence of the energy 
on P1 leads to qualitatively new consequences at 
the s5ame time that retention of terms"- E 4 in!l(y~~)i) 
would lead merely to some other value of the para

meters d , g , which will a.ll he determined equally 
p p 

from experiment. Since E practically is very small 
(the binding energy is comparabl~t with the ionization 
energy), the calculation of P~ leads to consequences 
which are easily obse~able experimentally. 

In comparison with the theory of ionic crystals 1, 
here there are four interaction parameters d , g , b , 

p p J' 
c , instead of three G, g, h. This is connected with 
giving up a hypothesis of central forces. These 
parameters must be determined from experiment since 
they cannot, in view of the inadequacy of our know
ledge of the form of the functions y ., be success-
fully calculated. 

PI 

Using Eq. (23) we write down the equations of 
motion: 

··t I l 
11lsllsx =-aU (u, P)jdusx; 0 =-au (u, P)jiJPsx· 

(25) 

The second group of. equations also gives the sought 
relation of the polarization of the atoms with their 
displacements. It stipulates those effects referred 
to in the introduction and it is examined in the fol
lowing artie le 7 • 
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